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"A combination of street-r&b with a futuristic throwback sound". 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

Contemporary urban, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Dp! (Danny T. Pearson) *2001 Music score for two

critical-acclaim short-films for independent artist. *2002 Music sync contract for music placement on MTV

"Undressed", "Real World", and "Road Rules. *2002 Billboard World Song Contest Placement in R/B

category. *2003 Billboard World Song Contest Placement in R/B, Hip-Hop, and Jazz categories. *2003

Mid Atlantic Music Muze best songwriter winner. *2004 Art Way Poetry contest winner. *2004 Released

first solo project titled, "The Drama of Charisma." *2006 Release of second solo project

"Butterflychology". *Reside in Atlanta, Georgia *Music Producer and Songwriter. *Martial Artist "Freud

said that the goal of therapy was to make the unconscious conscious." Jung noted that the distinction

between introversion and extroversion is introverts are people who prefer their internal world of thoughts,

feelings, fantasies, dreams, and so on, while extroverts prefer the external world of things and people and

activities. Synchronicity is the occurrence of two events that are not linked causally, nor linked

teleologically, yet are meaningfully related. Most psychologists would call things coincidences, or try to

show how they are more likely to occur than we think through the collective unconscious. The final

principle is the principle of entropy. This is the tendency for oppositions to come together, and so for

energy to decrease, over a person's lifetime. Jung borrowed the idea from physics, where entropy refers

to the tendency of all physical systems to "run down," that is, for all energy to become evenly distributed.

If you have, for example, a heat source in one corner of the room, the whole room will eventually be

heated. Butterflychology is the ability to perceive the world as it really exists with an understanding that

there are no limitations once you travel life's path with clarity and simplicity. Butterflychology by Dp!
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